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So do you why doing that? A: Why do you always use CMake, instead of the manual configure/make? Since the program doesn't depend on any external libraries, just binutils, which you already have, you can build your program directly. The
manual configure/make would be: cmake. make Then you can manually compile your program (with some extra files, probably you don't need them) with: make Or if you want to add some build options: cmake. -Bbuild make The build folder should
contains one binary, ascii.c, with your compiled program. Marketing Tips From Conversion Rate Experts: 7 Things To Know About Site Speed With the proliferation of mobile, search, and social media, the once manageable landscape of digital
marketing has come to require different skillsets. Good digital marketers understand the value of optimizing sites for various channels, implementing testing strategies, and reaching out to influencers who could help increase traffic to their sites.
This usually results in spectacular growth, but what do you do when your site’s growth hits a speed bump, and you are no longer able to put the same efforts into those channels? The cost of using those channels will still be there, however, and to
remain successful, you will need to prioritize your digital marketing efforts and create an effective plan of attack. It’s an exciting time to be part of the digital marketing industry, and you can find tips, tools, and advice at our Conversion Rate
Experts® blog. With the popularity of mobile optimization and faster mobile connections, the internet has significantly increased in speed, making it a challenge for visitors to adapt to the speed of their sites. If you are experiencing slower
performance on your site, this can have some serious implications. Here are 7 strategies to help you improve the performance of your site. 1. Start with the basics. If you are looking to increase traffic to your site, you need to start with the basics.
Make sure that your site is responding and loading quickly and accurately; it should be as snappy as your mobile phone, tablet, or computer. This is most likely the first hurdle in improving your site’s performance, so give it some time, and don’t
be discouraged if your site doesn’t seem to be responding the way you would like, there is a lot that you can do. 2.
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